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Due to the absence of tantalising hints for new physics during the LHC’s Run 1, the extension
of the Higgs sector by dimension six operators will provide the new phenomenological standard for
searches of non-resonant extensions of the Standard Model. Using all dominant and subdominant
Higgs production mechanisms at the LHC, we compute the constraints on Higgs physics-relevant
dimension six operators in a global and correlated fit. We show in how far these constraints can be
improved by new Higgs channels becoming accessible at higher energy and luminosity, both through
inclusive cross sections as well as through highly sensitive differential distributions. This allows us
to discuss the sensitivity to new effects in the Higgs sector that can be reached at the LHC if direct
hints for physics beyond the SM remain elusive. We discuss the impact of these constraints on
well-motivated BSM scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the Higgs boson’s discovery in 2012 [1, 2], ATLAS
and CMS have quickly established a picture of consis-
tency with the Standard Model (SM) expectation of the
Higgs sector [3, 4]. By now, a multitude of constraints
have been formulated across many dominant and sub-
dominant Higgs production modes [5]. All these mea-
surements, as well as the absence of a direct hint for
new physics from exotics searches, seem to suggest that
the scale of new physics is well separated from the elec-
troweak scale. This motivates∗ the extension of the Higgs
sector by dimension six operators [7–11]
LHiggs = LSMHiggs +
∑
i
ci
Λ2
Oi (1)
to capture new interactions beyond the Standard Model
(BSM) in a model-independent way - within the generic
limitations of effective field theories. Constraints on these
operators from a series of Run 1 and other measurements
have been provided [12–29].
A question that arises at this stage in the LHC pro-
gramme is the ultimate extent to which we will be able to
probe the presence of such interactions. Or asked differ-
ently: what are realistic estimates of Wilson coefficient
constraints that we can expect after Run 2 or the high lu-
minosity phase if direct hints for new physics will remain
elusive? With a multitude of additional Higgs search
channels as well as differential measurements becoming
available, the complexity of a fit of the relevant dimension
six operators becomes immense.
It is the purpose of this work to provide these esti-
mates. Using the Gfitter [30–33] and Professor [34]
∗Note, however, that current Higgs measurements still allow for
models with light degrees of freedom, see e.g. [6].
frameworks, we construct predictions of fully-differential
cross sections, evaluated to the correct leading order ex-
pansion in the dimension six extension dσ = dσSM +
dσ{Oi}/Λ2. We derive constraints on the Wilson coeffi-
cients in a fit of the dimension six operators relevant for
the Higgs sector, inputting a multitude of present as well
as projections of future LHC Higgs measurements.
This paper is outlined as follows. In Sec. II we intro-
duce our approach in more detail. In particular, we dis-
cuss the involved Higgs production and decay processes
and review our interpolation methods in the dimension
six operator space, as well as introduce the key elements
of our fit procedure. In Sec. III we give an overview
of the statistical setup used. Our results using LHC
Run 1 data are compared to existing and related work
in Sec. IV. This sets the stage for the extrapolation to 14
TeV LHC centre-of-mass energy in Sec. V, where we de-
tail the assumptions made when extrapolating to higher
luminosities. Our results are presented in Sec. VI, where
we give estimates of the sensitivity that can be expected
at the LHC for the operators considered in this work.
An example on how the EFT constraints can be used
in the context of a well-defined BSM model is given in
Sec. VII. We give a discussion of our results and conclude
in Sec. VIII.
Throughout this work we will use the so-called
strongly-interacting light Higgs basis [9] adopting the
“bar notation” (this choice is not unique and can be re-
lated to other bases [35]), and constrain deviations from
the SM with leading order electroweak precision. A series
of publications have extended the dimension six frame-
work to next-to-leading order [36–45]. The impact of
these modified electroweak corrections can in principle be
large in phase space regions where SM electroweak cor-
rections are known to be sizable and should be treated
on a case-by-case basis. However, this is not the main
objective of this analysis and we consider higher order
electroweak effects beyond the scope of this work.
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2II. FRAMEWORK AND ASSUMPTIONS
We perform a global fit within a well defined Higgs
boson EFT framework assuming SM gauge and global
symmetries and a SM field content. We focus on the
phenomenology of the Higgs boson that can be cast into
narrow width approximation calculations,
σ(pp→ H → X) = σ(pp→ H)BR(H → X) . (2)
Therefore, we can divide the simulation of the underlying
dimension six phenomenology into production and decay
of the Higgs boson. We discuss our approach to these
parts in the following.
We consider the set of operators known as the strongly-
interacting light Higgs Lagrangian in bar convention (for
details see Refs. [9, 11, 46, 47])
LSILH = c¯H
2v2
∂µ
(
H†H
)
∂µ
(
H†H
)
+
c¯T
2v2
(
H†
←→
DµH
)(
H†
←→
D µH
)
− c¯6λ
v2
(
H†H
)3
+
( c¯u,iyu,i
v2
H†Hu¯(i)L H
cu
(i)
R + h.c.
)
+
( c¯d,iyd,i
v2
H†Hd¯(i)L Hd
(i)
R + h.c.
)
+
ic¯W g
2m2W
(
H†σi
←→
DµH
)
(DνWµν)
i +
ic¯Bg
′
2m2W
(
H†
←→
DµH
)
(∂νBµν)
+
ic¯HW g
m2W
(DµH)†σi(DνH)W iµν +
ic¯HBg
′
m2W
(DµH)†(DνH)Bµν
+
c¯γg
′2
m2W
H†HBµνBµν +
c¯gg
2
S
m2W
H†HGaµνG
aµν .
(3)
While this basis is not complete [40, 47], it is sufficient
for the purposes of this paper. In particular we assume
flavour-diagonal dimension six effects and in order to di-
rectly reflect the oblique correction subset of LEP mea-
surements of S, T we decrease the number of degrees of
freedom in the fit by identifying (see also [9, 11, 24, 48])
c¯T = 0 , c¯W + c¯B = 0 . (4)
We do not include anomalous triple gauge vertices to our
fit [24, 49–51].
A. Higgs Production and Decay
To simulate the Higgs boson phenomenology, we em-
ploy the narrow width approximation
σd=6(pp→ H → X)
= σ(pp→ H, {ci})BR(H → X, {ci}) (5)
where we linearise both parts in the Wilson coefficients.
This factorisation is motivated from being able to extract
the Higgs as the pole of the full amplitude, which is pos-
sible to all orders of perturbation theory [52]. We detail
the production and decay parts in the following.
Production
For the production we rely on an implementation of
dimension six operators analogous to [53], which we have
cross checked and introduced in [54]. The Monte-Carlo
integration of the Higgs production processes is per-
formed with a modified version of Vbfnlo [55] that inter-
faces FeynArts, FormCalc, and LoopTools [56, 57]
using a model file output by FeynRules [58–60] and we
only consider “genuine” dimension six effects that arise
from the interference of the dimension six amplitude with
the SM. Writing
M =MSM +Md=6 , (6)
we obtain a squared matrix element of the form
|M|2 = |MSM|2 + 2 Re{MSMM∗d=6}+O(1/Λ4) , (7)
and we consistently neglect the dimension eight contribu-
tions that arise from squaring the dimension six effects.
Similar to higher order electroweak or QCD calculations,
the differential cross sections are not necessarily positive
definite in this expansion, but negative bin entries pro-
vide a means to judge the validity of the Wilson coeffi-
cient and the dimension six approach in general.
For parameter choices close to the SM, including
|Md=6|2 is typically not an issue and the parameters
c2i are often numerically negligible for inclusive observ-
ables such as signal strengths. However, to obtain an in-
clusive measurement, we marginalise over a broad range
of energies at the LHC and a positive theoretical cross
section might be misleading as momentum dependen-
cies of some dimension six operators violate a naive
scaling ciE
2/Λ2 < c2iE
4/Λ4 in the tails of momentum-
dependent distributions, where E denotes the respec-
tive and process-relevant energy scale. For this reason,
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(b) Correlation of Higgs transverse momentum and partonic
centre-of-mass energy (at tree-level) for a typical 2→ 2 process
(here pp→ HZ in the SM).
FIG. 1: Comparison of parton-level pp → HZ and pp → H + j for large partonic centre-of-mass energy √sˆ and a particular
value of c¯g. The Higgs branching ratios are rescale to have the correct SM signal strength in gluon fusion, leading to normali-
sation differences or enhancements at large momentum transfers. Normalisation effects from flat K factors as well as different
acceptances are included to illustrate the relative importance of different production modes as signal channels.
we choose to calculate cross sections to the exact order
∼ 1/Λ2 and later reject Wilson coefficient choices that
lead to a negative differential cross section for integrated
bins of a given LHC setting when this part of the phase
space is resolved; such negative cross sections signal big-
ger contributions of the d = 6 terms than we expect in
the SM, and we cannot justify limiting our analysis to
dimension six operators if new physics becomes as impor-
tant as the SM in observable phase space regions. This
provides a conservative tool to gauge the validity of our
approach, but care has to be taken by interpreting the
results when connecting to concrete physics scenarios. In
strongly interacting scenarios, it can be shown that the
squared d = 6 terms are important, for small Wilson co-
efficients they are negligible. The latter avenue should
be kept in mind for our results.
Included production modes and operators
We consider the production modes pp → H, pp →
H + j, pp→ tt¯H, pp→WH, pp→ ZH and pp→ H + 2j
(via gluon fusion and weak boson fusion) in a fully dif-
ferential fashion by including the differential Higgs trans-
verse momentum distributions to setting constraints. As
we demonstrate, including energy-dependent differential
information whenever possible, is key to setting most
stringent constraints on the dimension six extension by
including the information of the distributions’ shapes
beyond the total cross section, especially when prob-
ing blind directions in the signal strength, as shown in
Fig. 1(a). Note that for the underlying 2 → 2 and
2 → 3 processes in the regions of detector acceptance,
the Higgs transverse momentum is highly correlated with
the relevant energy scales that probe the new interac-
tions, Fig. 1(b), and therefore is a suitable observable to
include in this first step towards a fully-differential Higgs
fit. Expanding the cross sections to linear order in the
Wilson coefficients as done in this work is not a mere
technical twist, but allows us to obtain a description of
the high-pT cross sections within our approximations.
The operator (H†H)3 and off-shell Higgs production
in the EFT framework [54, 61, 62] deserve additional
comments. Dihiggs production is the only process which
provides direct sensitivity to c¯6 [63] and factorises from
the global fit, at least at leading order. Hence, the c¯6
can be separated from the other directions to good ap-
proximation. While Higgs pair production process can
serve to lift yt-degeneracies in the dimension six exten-
sion [64, 65], the sensitivity to c¯6 is typically small when
we marginalise over c¯u3. The latter can be constrained
either in pp → t¯tH, pp → ZZ in the Higgs off-shell
regime [54, 61, 62, 66, 67] or pp → H + j [68–71], how-
ever only the former of these processes provides direct
sensitivity to c¯u3 without significant limitations due to
marginalisation over the other operator directions. Cur-
rent recast analyses place individual constraints in the
range of |c¯u3| . 5 and |c¯g| . 10−3 [70] for the 8 TeV
data set.
While the expected sensitivity to pp→ HH(+jets) still
remains experimentally vague at this stage in the LHC
programme [72, 73], the potential to observe pp→ t¯tH is
consensus. We therefore do not include pp→ HH to our
projections and also omit off-shell Higgs boson produc-
tion, since experimental efficiencies during the LHC high
luminosity phase will significantly impact the sensitivity
in these channels. We leave a more dedicated discussion
of these channels to future work [74].
Due to the small Yukawa couplings of first and second
generation quarks and leptons, we limit ourselves to mod-
ified top-Higgs and bottom-Higgs couplings throughout
and neglect modifications of the lepton-Higgs system too.
An overview of the tree-level sensitivity of the production
channels considered in this work is given in Tab. I.
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FIG. 2: Variation of Higgs branching ratios as function of c¯γ
normalized to the SM values.
production process included sensitivity
pp→ H
c¯g, c¯u3, c¯H
pp→ H + j
pp→ H + 2j (gluon fusion)
pp→ tt¯H
pp→ V H
c¯W , c¯B , c¯HW , c¯HB , c¯γ , c¯Hpp→ H + 2j (weak boson fusion)
TABLE I: Tree-level sensitivity of the various production
mechanisms.
Branching ratios
For the branching ratios, we rely on eHdecay to in-
clude the correct Higgs branching ratios in the dimension
six extended Standard Model, which is detailed in [75]
and implements a linearisation in the Wilson coefficients.
The branching ratios are therefore sensitive to all Wilson
coefficients affecting single Higgs physics. An example
for the variation of the branching ratios as function of c¯γ
is shown in Fig. 2.
We sample a broad range of dimension six parame-
ter choices and interpolate them using the Professor
method detailed in the appendix A. This also allows us
to identify already at this stage a reasonable Wilson co-
efficient range with a positive-definite Higgs decay phe-
nomenology that limits the validity (i.e. the positive def-
initeness) of our narrow width approximation. We find
an excellent interpolation of the eHdecay output (in-
dependent of the interpolated sample’s size and choice)
and we typically obtain per mille-level accuracy of the
Higgs partial decay widths and branching ratios, which
is precise enough for the limits we can set. Interpolation
using Professor is key to performing the fit in the high
dimensional space of operators and observables in a very
fast and accurate way.
III. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The Gfitter software is used for calculating the like-
lihood and the estimation of the sensitivity of data. The
data include correlated experimental systematic uncer-
tainties, implemented in the form of a covariance ma-
trix. These uncertainties either come from measure-
ments at the LHC or from pseudo-data, as explained
in detail below. The theoretical uncertainties are taken
into account as nuisance parameters. The negative log-
likelihood −2 lnL = χ2 is constructed as
χ2 = (x− t(ci, δk))TV −1(x− t(ci, δk)) +
∑
k
δ2k (8)
where x denotes the vector of measurements, t(c¯i, δk) the
theory predictions depending on the Wilson coefficients
ci and theoretical uncertainties implemented as nuisance
parameters δk and V is the covariance matrix. The co-
variance matrix is given by
V = Vstat + Vsyst, (9)
consisting of an uncorrelated statistical part Vstat and
a correlated experimental systematic uncertainty Vsyst.
The sensitivity on the coefficients c¯i is calculated by scan-
ning the likelihood as function of a given set of Wilson
coefficients. For each point of this scan the likelihood
is profiled over the other dimension six coefficients and
the nuisance parameters δk corresponding to the theoret-
ical uncertainties. The profiling is performed by a multi-
dimensional fit. Each of these fits include up to 32 free
parameters. Out of those, 24 are due to nuisance pa-
rameters of the theoretical uncertainties and the other 8
parameters are the dimension six coefficients themselves.
IV. RESULTS FOR RUN 1
In the following we will evaluate the status of the effec-
tive Lagrangian Eq. (3) in light of available Run 1 anal-
yses. Similar analyses have been performed by a number
of groups , see e.g. [22, 24, 26]. Comparing the above fit-
procedure to these results not only allows us to validate
the highly non-trivial fitting procedure against other ap-
proaches, but also to extend these results by including
additional measurements which have become available in
the meantime. We include Run 1 experimental analy-
ses using HiggsSignals v1.4 [76, 77], based on Hig-
gsBounds v4.2.1 [78–81], which calculates χ2 given in
Eq. (8) taking into account experimental and theoretical
correlations, as well as signal acceptances.
Specifically, we include the following analyses. Higgs
decays to bosons have been measured in the channels
H → γγ [82, 83], H → ZZ(∗) → 4l [84, 85] and
H → WW (∗) → 2l2ν [86–89]. These analyses have
sensitivity to the gluon-fusion, H + 2j and V H produc-
tion modes. The coupling to leptons has been probed in
the H → τ+τ− channel [90, 91], with some evidence
5for H → bb¯ in V H production [92, 93] and a search
for H → µ+µ− [94]. The coupling to top quarks has
been addressed through tt¯H production in the H → bb¯
decay [95, 96] and in leptonic decays, sensitive to the
H → ZZ(∗), H → WW (∗) and H → τ+τ− chan-
nels [96, 97]. This results in a total of 78 measurements
included in the fit. All measurements used are listed in
appendix B, together with the values of µ, the uncertain-
ties and details on the signal acceptances. Correlations
between the measurements are introduced due to the ac-
ceptance of a given experimental measurement to a num-
ber of production and decay modes and the overall lumi-
nosity measurement. Also, the theoretical uncertainties
from the normalisation of the signal strength measure-
ments to the SM prediction, as included in the experi-
mental results, are taken to be fully correlated among the
experimental measurements [76, 77]. Correlations due to
theory uncertainties in the calculations with dimension
six effects are included as well.
The results are shown in Fig. 3 and are in good agree-
ment with the results obtained in Refs. [24, 28]. Numer-
ical values are given below in Tab. V. Small differences
can be understood from working under different assump-
tions (specifically the strict linearisation of dimension six
effects) as well as including more analyses. It should be
noted that our choice of limiting the range of Wilson co-
efficient values (necessary for the positive definiteness of
differential distributions) is necessitated by our extrapo-
lation and inclusion of differential distributions. Conse-
quently, we cannot set a limit on many operators in the
light of Run 1 measurements within our approximations.
However, the direct comparison to the Figs. 4 and 5 will
allow us to see how these can be improved when going to
higher centre-of-mass energy and luminosity. Relaxing
these constraints will lead to increased Wilson coefficient
intervals for the marginalised scans over the 8 TeV signal
strength measurements (for a recent fit without limited
coefficient ranges see Ref. [51]).
The fit converges with a minimum value of χ2 of
87.7 for 70 degrees of freedom (ndof), corresponding to
a p-value of about 0.07. Without theory uncertain-
ties the value of χ2 increases to 96.5. The goodness-
of-fit is slightly worse than the result of a χ2 test of
the SM hypothesis, which gives a minimum value of
χ2/ndof = 91.3/78 = 1.17, or a p-value of 0.14. The
smaller p-value for the dimension-six fit with respect to
the SM result can be understood because of the addition
of free parameters not needed to describe the data, in
other words, some dimension-six coefficients are not con-
strained by the current data. Two coefficients, c¯g and c¯γ ,
can be reliably constrained at 95% confidence level (CL)
within the range of Wilson coefficient values considered.
We find the allowed 95% CL ranges
c¯g ∈ [−0.64, 0.43 ]× 10−4
c¯γ ∈ [−7.8, 4.3 ]× 10−4 . (10)
These constraints are somewhat tighter than the ones ob-
tained by the ATLAS collaboration, c¯g ∈ [−0.7, 1.3 ] ×
10−4 and c¯γ ∈ [−7.4, 5.7 ] × 10−4 [28], because the AT-
LAS values are derived using only the ATLAS H → γγ
measurement.
Let us compare these limits to the SM to get an
estimate of how big these constraints are if we move
away from the bar convention. The limits on, e.g.,
c¯g . 0.4 × 10−4 can be compared for instance against
the effective ggH operator that arises from integrating
out the top quark in the limit mt → ∞. The effective
operator for this limit, using low energy effective theo-
rems [98–100] reads
αs
12pi
GaµνG
aµν log(1 +H/v)
' αs
12piv
GaµνG
aµνH + . . . (11)
Matching this operator onto SILH convention of Eq. (3),
we obtain |c¯g(effective SM)| ' 0.2 × 10−3. So in this
sense, new physics is constrained to a O(10%) deviation
relative to the SM from inclusive observables. The rel-
ative deviations in the tails of the Higgs transverse mo-
mentum distributions that are induced by this operator
can easily be as big as factors of two (see e.g. [54, 61, 62]),
which highlights the necessity to resolve this deviation
with energy or momentum dependent observables during
Run 2 and the high luminosity phase to best constrain
the presence of non-resonant physics using high momen-
tum transfers.
V. PROJECTIONS FOR 14 TEV AND THE
HIGH LUMINOSITY PHASE
Throughout our analysis we normalise our results to
the recommendation of the Higgs cross section working
group [101–103]. Predicted rates are using the narrow
width approximation of Eq. (2). We construct pseudo-
measurements to asses the sensitivity of the LHC with
a centre-of-mass energy of 14 TeV to the set of opera-
tors considered in this work. The theoretically predicted
number of events for a specific final state Nth is obtained
by multiplying by additional branching ratios if necessary
and the luminosity L of the particular analysis:
Nth = σ(H +X)× BR(H → Y Y )
× L× BR(X,Y → final state) . (12)
This number is then multiplied by the efficiency to mea-
sure the production channel p and the efficiency to mea-
sure the decay products d, to obtain the measured num-
ber of events
Nev = pdNth. (13)
The relative statistical uncertainty for a given pseudo-
measurement is estimated to be
√
Nev. For the efficiency
to reconstruct a specific final state, we rely on experimen-
tal results from Run 1, where available. The efficiencies
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FIG. 3: Confronting the Lagrangian Eq. (3) with the 8 TeV LHC Run 1 measurements. Solid lines correspond to a fit with
theoretical uncertainties included, dashed lines show results without theoretical uncertainties, the band shows the impact of
these. Grey lines and bands denote the individual constraints on a given parameter, and blue refers to the marginalised results.
For details see the main text.
7used are p,tt¯h = 0.10 [95, 96, 104, 105], p,ZH = 0.12,
p,WH = 0.04, p,VBF = 0.30 [4, 82, 83, 92]. We assume
a value of p,H+j = 0.5 [106] (see also [67, 107, 108])
where no experimental results targeting this production
mode are available so far. In order to simplify the as-
sumptions and the background estimates, we consider
only leptonic channels for the V H and tt¯H production
modes. Here only final states with electrons and muons
are used. These are however allowed to originate from
τ -decays. In case of the gluon fusion production mode,
analyses targeting different final states have different re-
construction efficiencies. We use the following efficiencies
for the process pp→ H: p,GF = 0.4 for H → γγ [82, 83],
p,GF = 0.01 for H → τ+τ− [90, 91], p,GF = 0.25 for
H → 4l [4, 84], p,GF = 0.10 for H → 2l2ν [86, 88],
p,GF = 0.10 for H → Zγ [109, 110], and p,GF = 0.50 for
H → µµ [94, 111]. The H → bb¯ decay is not considered
for the gluon fusion production mode. Taking a con-
servative approach we assume the same reconstruction
efficiencies for measurements at 14 TeV, independent of
the Higgs transverse momentum.
In the reconstruction of the Higgs boson we include
reconstruction and identification efficiencies of the final
state objects:
H → bb¯: We assume a flat b-tagging efficiency of 60%,
i.e. d,bb¯ = 0.36.
H → γγ: For the identification and reconstruction of iso-
lated photons we assume respectively an efficiency
of 85%. Hence, we find d,γγ ' 0.72.
H → τ+τ−: We consider τ -decays into hadrons
(BRhad = 0.648) or leptons, i.e. an electron
(BRe = 0.178) or muon (BRµ = 0.174). For the
reconstruction efficiency of the hadronic τ we
assume a value of 50% and for the electron and
muon we use 95%. Thus, the total reconstruction
efficiency is d,ττ ' 0.433.
H → ZZ∗ → 4l: We consider Z decays into electrons
and muons only, also taking into account τ decays
into lighter leptons. For each lepton we assume a
reconstruction efficiency of 95%, which gives a total
reconstruction efficiency of d,4l ' 0.815.
H →WW ∗ → 2l2ν: Only lepton decays into electrons
and muons are considered and for each visible lep-
ton we include a 95% reconstruction efficiency, i.e.
d,2l2ν = 0.9025
H → Zγ: Again, we include separately an 85% identi-
fication and reconstruction efficiency for isolated
photons and a 95% reconstruction efficiency for
each electron and muon. As a result we find
d,Zγ ' 0.767.
H → µ+µ−: Each muon is assumed to have a reconstruc-
tion efficiency of 95%, resulting in d,µµ = 0.9025.
Owing to the different selections made in the vari-
ous experimental analyses, each channel has a unique
background composition, resulting in different additional
production process decay process
pp→ H 10 H → bb¯ 25
pp→ H + j 30 H → γγ 20
pp→ H + 2j 100 H → τ+τ− 15
pp→ HZ 10 H → 4l 20
pp→ HW 50 H → 2l2ν 15
pp→ tt¯H 30 H → Zγ 150
H → µ+µ− 150
TABLE II: Relative systematic uncertainties due to back-
ground processes for each production and decay channel in
%.
systematic uncertainties on the measurements. We ap-
proximate those by adding uncorrelated systematic un-
certainties for each production and decay channel in
quadrature. The uncertainties used are given in Tab. II
and are assumed to be flat in pT,H . The uncertainties
are taken from experimental Run 1 analyses [3, 4, 82–
88, 90, 91, 94, 95, 109–112], where publicly available. In
cases where these uncertainties are not explicitly given
they are approximated to reproduce the total experi-
mental uncertainties. The total uncorrelated uncertainty
is obtained by adding the systematic uncertainty from
background processes to the statistical uncertainty from
signal events in quadrature.
Beyond identification and reconstruction efficiencies
for production channels and Higgs decays, each chan-
nel is plagued by individual experimental systematic un-
certainties. We adopt flat systematic uncertainties in
pT,H for the individual channels. The numerical val-
ues are based on the results from experimental Run
1 analyses [3, 4, 82–88, 90, 91, 94, 95, 109–112], see
Tab. III. In channels where no measurement has been
performed or no information is publicly available, e.g.
pp → H + 2j, H → Zγ, we choose a conservative esti-
mate of systematic uncertainties of 100%. In addition to
the uncertainties listed in Tab. III, we include a system-
atic uncertainty of 30% for the H → 2l2ν channel for
differential cross sections. This uncertainty is due to the
inability of reconstructing the Higgs transverse momen-
tum accurately.
During future runs, experimental uncertainties are
likely to improve with the integrated luminosity. Hence
for our results at 14 TeV we use the 8 TeV uncertain-
ties as a starting point, as displayed in Tabs. II and III,
and rescale them by L8/L14 for a given integrated lu-
minosity at 14 TeV L14. This results in a reduction of
statistical and experimental systematic uncertainties by
a factor of about 0.3 for L14 = 300 fb
−1 and about 0.1
for L14 = 3000 fb
−1. This simplified procedure has also
been adopted by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations to
extrapolate the sensitivity of experimental analyses to fu-
ture runs [113–116] We use this extrapolation for ease of
comparison and reproducibility.
We only consider measurements with more than 5 sig-
nal events after the application of all efficiencies and a
total uncertainty smaller than 100%. The pseudo-data
8tt¯H HZ HW H incl. H + j H + 2j
H → bb¯ 80 25 40 100 100 150
H → γγ 60 70 30 10 10 20
H → τ+τ− 100 75 75 80 80 30
H → 4l 70 30 30 20 20 30
H → 2l2ν 70 100 100 20 20 30
H → Zγ 100 100 100 100 100 100
H → µ+µ− 100 100 100 100 100 100
TABLE III: Relative systematic uncertainties for each pro-
duction times decay channel in %.
production process decay process
pp→ H 14.7 H → bb¯ 6.1
pp→ H + j 15 H → γγ 5.4
pp→ H + 2j 15 H → τ+τ− 2.8
pp→ HZ 5.1 H → 4l 4.8
pp→ HW 3.7 H → 2l2ν 4.8
pp→ tt¯H 12 H → Zγ 9.4
H → µ+µ− 2.8
TABLE IV: Theoretical uncertainties for each production and
decay channel in %.
are constructed using the SM hypothesis, i.e. all Wilson
coefficients are set to zero. We construct expected sig-
nal strength measurements for all accessible production
and decay modes. Additionally, differential cross sections
as function of the Higgs transverse momentum are simu-
lated with a bin size of 100 GeV. In 2→ 3 processes like
ttH other differential distributions might provide higher
sensitivity than pT,H , but at this point we restrict the
analysis to include pT,H distributions only, as these are
likely to be provided as unfolded distributions by the ex-
perimental collaborations. We leave studies on the sensi-
tivity of additional kinematic variables in a global fit to
future work [74].
Comparing our predictions for the uncertainties on
the signal strength measurements for 14 TeV using an
integrated luminosity of L14 = 300 fb
−1 and L14 =
3000 fb−1, with the expectations published by AT-
LAS [113, 114] and CMS [115, 116], we find good quan-
titative agreement with the publicly available channels.
Theory uncertainties included in the fit are listed in
Tab. IV and have been obtained by the Higgs cross sec-
tion working group [101–103] (see also [117] about their
role in Higgs fits). We assume the same size of theory
uncertainties for the SM predictions as for calculations
using the EFT framework. The theory uncertainties are
not scaled with luminosity and retain the values given in
Tab. IV throughout this work.
Systematic uncertainties are crucial limiting factors of
a coupling extraction and the scaling we choose in the
present paper are unlikely to be realistic, but provide
a clean extrapolation picture for potential progress over
the next decades. In summary, the assumptions chosen
to get our estimate are
• the above luminosity scaling of experimental uncer-
tainties,
• a clean separation of the measurements of all pro-
duction and decay channels (no cross talk between
channels),
• flat experimental systematic uncertainties as func-
tion of pT,H ,
• flat theory uncertainties as function of pT,H as
quoted in Tab. IV, which we assume to be inde-
pendent of the Wilson coefficients.
A more detailed investigation of systematics beyond the
approximations chosen in this work can provide a guide-
line for future precision efforts, this work is currently
ongoing [74].
VI. PREDICTED CONSTRAINTS
The projected measurements of the Higgs signal
strengths and the Higgs transverse momentum (pT,H)
distributions are used to test the sensitivity to the dimen-
sion six operators that can be obtained with the LHC. In
all fits theory uncertainties are included as nuisance pa-
rameters with Gaussian constraints. The constraints on
individual Wilson coefficients are obtained by a marginal-
isation over the remaining coefficients and the nuisance
parameters related to the theory uncertainties.
In order to test this approach, we first generate pseudo-
data for 8 TeV following the procedure detailed above.
The integrated luminosity is chosen to be L8, i.e. 25 fb
−1
per experiment which corresponds to the full Run 1 data.
With this setting no luminosity scaling of experimental
uncertainties is performed. Besides statistical uncertain-
ties, the generated 8 TeV data have systematic uncertain-
ties corresponding to the values given in Tabs. II and III.
We compare the constraints obtained with these pseudo-
data with the ones obtained from the Run 1 analysis in
Tab. V. Similar to the constraints derived in Sec. IV no
reliable constraints at 95% CL on coefficients other than
c¯g and c¯γ can be derived within the parameter ranges
considered in this work. We observe that the constraints
using pseudo-data are considerably weaker than the ones
from the existing Run 1 measurements. This is no sur-
prise, as the simplified approach outlined above can not
reflect the complexity of real analyses, where a number
of signal regions are used to disentangle different pro-
duction modes. This picture does not change when in-
cluding differential distributions (last column of Tab. V)
which results in slightly better constraints at 8 TeV com-
pared to the fit with signal strengths only. We note that
although the constraints obtained with pseudo-data are
generally weaker, they are very similar to the ones using
current Run 1 experimental data. We therefore trust our
method and proceed to derive the expected sensitivity of
the LHC.
9individual marginalized (all ci free)
Run 1 Run 1 pseudo-data µ pseudo-data µ and pT,h
c¯g [×104] [−0.32, 0.35 ] [−0.64, 0.43 ] [−0.84, > 1.000 ] [−0.82, > 1.000 ]
c¯γ [×104] [−5.5, 3.6 ] [−7.8, 4.3 ] [< −10.000, 7.3 ] [< −10.000, 6.6 ]
c¯W [< −0.01, 0.007 ] [< −0.01, > 0.01 ] [< −0.01, > 0.01 ] [< −0.01, > 0.01 ]
c¯H [< −0.05, > 0.05 ] [< −0.05, > 0.05 ] [< −0.05, > 0.05 ] [< −0.05, > 0.05 ]
c¯HW [−0.047, 0.014 ] [< −0.05, 0.035 ] [< −0.05, > 0.05 ] [−0.044, > 0.05 ]
c¯HB [< −0.05, > 0.05 ] [< −0.05, > 0.05 ] [< −0.05, > 0.05 ] [< −0.05, > 0.05 ]
c¯u3 [< −0.05, > 0.05 ] [< −0.05, > 0.05 ] [< −0.05, > 0.05 ] [< −0.05, > 0.05 ]
c¯d3 [< −0.05, > 0.05 ] [< −0.05, > 0.05 ] [< −0.05, > 0.05 ] [< −0.05, > 0.05 ]
TABLE V: Constraints at 95% CL on dimension-six operator coefficients (first column) from LHC Run 1 data, considering only
one operator in the fit (second column) and all operators simultaneously (third column). The results obtained using pseudo-
data are shown in the last two columns, with signal strengths measurements only (fourth column) and including differential
distributions (fifth column). In case no constraints can be derived within the parameter ranges considered in this work, the
lower and upper limits are indicated to lie outside this range.
In Fig. 4 we show in how far the limits from the LHC
Run 1 with 8 TeV extrapolate to 14 TeV at luminosi-
ties of 300 fb−1, as well as after the high luminosity
phase with 3000 fb−1. In these fits we only include ex-
pected signal strength measurements. With these statis-
tics, more production and decay channels become ob-
servable at smaller statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties, which leads to a more constrained fit. The fit for
the 300 fb−1 scenario uses 36 signal strength measure-
ments, and 46 measurements are used for the scenario
with 3000 fb−1. All details of the pseudo-data used in
performing these extrapolations can be found in the ap-
pendix, where also the luminosity-scaling of systematic
uncertainties is depicted. Specifically the constraints on
operators that modify associated Higgs production and
weak boson fusion benefit from the increased centre-of-
mass energy and luminosity. In the scenario for the
high luminosity phase the theoretical uncertainties be-
come dominant in some cases.
In a second step, we include the differential pT,H mea-
surements from all production modes, except pp → H.
For the pp → H production mode we include six signal
strength measurements (see the appendix), as no trans-
verse momentum of the Higgs boson is generated on tree-
level. This results in 82+6 independent measurements in-
cluded for the fit with 300 fb−1 and 117+6 for 3000 fb−1.
In a given production and decay channel, experimental
systematic uncertainties are included as correlated un-
certainties among bins in pT,H . Comparing the above
constraints with those expected from including the differ-
ential distributions, Fig. 5, we see a tremendous improve-
ment. The improvement compared to the constraints
presented in Fig. 4 is solemnly due to the inclusion of
differential distributions, as no new channels are added
in this step. We also observe a reduction of the impact
of theoretical uncertainties. Two-dimensional contours
of the expected constraints are shown in Fig. 6 for the
scenario with 3000 fb−1. The fits using signal strength
measurements only (gray) reveal a series of flat directions
which cannot be amended by a different operator choice.
Several flat directions are resolved with the fit using infor-
mation from the differential pT,H measurements. While
the improvement on the exact numerical constraints can
be somewhat compromised by larger systematic uncer-
tainties, the general feature of lifting flat directions still
remains [74]. Even with 3000 fb−1 it is not possible to
constrain c¯u3 and c¯g or c¯HW and c¯HB simultaneously
using signal strength modifiers only. Using information
from the differential pT,H measurements, which are are
systematically under sufficient control, effectively allows
to constrain all coefficients simultaneously. Elements of
studying differential distributions to effective Higgs di-
mension six framework have been investigated with sim-
ilar findings in the literature [24, 26, 118], but, to our
knowledge, Figs. 5 and 6 provide the first consistent fit
of all single-Higgs relevant operators in a fully differential
fashion, in particular with extrapolations to 14 TeV. The
numerical values of the 95% CL intervals for the different
scenarios are given in Tab. VI.
A series of dimension six operators, on which no con-
straints can be formulated at this stage of the LHC pro-
gramme or by only including signal strength measure-
ments, can eventually be constrained with enough data
and differential distributions. The reason behind this
is that differential measurements ipso facto increase the
number of (correlated) measurements by number of bins,
leading to a highly over-constrained system. Also, since
the impact of many operators is most significant in the
tails of energy-dependent distribution, the relative statis-
tical pull is decreased by only considering inclusive quan-
tities.
VII. INTERPRETATION OF CONSTRAINTS
The whole purpose of interpreting data in terms of an
effective field theory is to use this framework as a means
of communication between a low-scale measurement at
the LHC and a UV model defined at a high scale, out of
reach of the LHC. This way, the EFT framework allows
us to limit a large class of UV models.
For a well-defined interpretation using effective opera-
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FIG. 4: Confronting the Lagrangian Eq. (3) with the 14 TeV LHC measurements with L = 300 (green) and 3000 fb−1 (orange).
We only take signal strength measurements into account. Solid lines correspond to a fit with theoretical uncertainties included,
dashed lines show results without theoretical uncertainties, the band shows the impact of these. For details see the text.
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signal strengths only with differential pT,H measurements
LHC-300 LHC-3000 LHC-300 LHC-3000
c¯g [×104] [−0.53, 0.66 ] [−0.49, 0.57 ] [−0.19, 0.22 ] [−0.06, 0.07 ]
c¯γ [×104] [−3.9, 3.4 ] [−2.9, 2.7 ] [−2.5, 2.0 ] [−1.6, 1.3 ]
c¯W [< −0.010, > 0.010 ] [< −0.010, > 0.010 ] [−0.008, 0.008 ] [−0.004, 0.004 ]
c¯H [< −0.050, > 0.050 ] [< −0.050, > 0.050 ] [< −0.050, > 0.050 ] [−0.044, 0.035 ]
c¯HW [−0.030, 0.032 ] [−0.027, 0.028 ] [−0.007, 0.010 ] [−0.004, 0.004 ]
c¯HB [−0.030, 0.032 ] [−0.026, 0.027 ] [−0.008, 0.011 ] [−0.004, 0.004 ]
c¯u3 [< −0.050, > 0.050 ] [< −0.050, > 0.050 ] [< −0.050, > 0.050 ] [−0.020, 0.008 ]
c¯d3 [< −0.050, > 0.050 ] [< −0.050, > 0.050 ] [< −0.050, > 0.050 ] [< −0.050, > 0.050 ]
TABLE VI: Predicted constraints at 95% CL on dimension-six operator coefficients (first column) for the LHC with 14 TeV
with an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 (LHC-300) and 3000 fb−1 (LHC-3000). In the second and third columns results are
given using signal strength measurements only, in the last two columns results including differential pT,H measurements are
shown. In case no constraints can be derived within the parameter ranges considered in this work, the lower and upper limits
are indicated to lie outside this range.
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FIG. 5: Confronting the Lagrangian Eq. (3) with the 14 TeV LHC measurements with L = 300 (green) and 3000 fb−1 (orange).
We include the full pT,H distribution and the signal strength measurement for pp→ H production in the limit setting procedure.
Solid lines correspond to a fit with theoretical uncertainties included, dashed lines show results without theoretical uncertainties,
the band shows the impact of these.
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FIG. 6: Contours of 68%, 95% and 99% CL (from dark to light), obtained from a marginalised fit using the expected signal
strength modifiers only (gray) and the pT,H measurements (orange) for 14 TeV with a luminosity of 3000 fb
−1. All coefficients
have been multiplied by a factor of 103.
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FIG. 7: Matching the constraints on |c¯g| . 5 × 10−6 of
Fig. 5 onto stop contributions using Eq. (15) for identified soft
masses mQ˜ = mt˜ = m. The EFT approach is valid only for
parameter combinations (red area) that result in stop masses
that do not directly impact the Higgs transverse momentum
distribution directly (e.g. through thresholds). For further
details see text.
tors, we assume that the operators, induced by the UV
theory, only directly depend on the SM particle and sym-
metry content, and we also need to assume that the UV
theory is weakly coupled to the SM sector. The last
condition is necessary to justify the truncation of the ef-
fective Lagrangian at dimension six. After establishing
limits on Wilson coefficients of the effective theory, as
performed in Secs. IV-VI, we can now address the impli-
cations for a specific UV model.
Two popular ways of addressing the Hierarchy problem
are composite Higgs models and supersymmetric theo-
ries. Let us quickly investigate in how far these con-
straints are relevant once we match the EFT expansion
to a concrete UV scenario.
In the strongly-interacting Higgs case, from the power-
counting arguments of Ref. [9, 119, 120], one typically
expects
cg ∼ m
2
W
16pi2f2
y2t
g2ρ
, (14)
where gρ . 4pi and the compositeness scale is set by
Λ ∼ gρf . So our predicted constraint on c¯g including
information from the differential Higgs pT distribution
translates into Λ & 2.8 TeV, which falls outside the ef-
fective kinematic coverage of the Higgs phenomenology at
the LHC. This means that new composite physics with a
fundamental scale Λ & 2.8 TeV can naively not be probed
in the Higgs sector alone. However, new contributions,
such as narrow resonances around this mass can be dis-
covered in different channels such as weak-boson fusion
[121] or Drell-Yan production [122].
Matching, say, the MSSM stop contribution on the c¯g
operator, we have (see e.g. [70, 123, 124] for a more
detailed discussion)
cg =
m2W
(4pi)2
1
24
(
h2t − g21c2β/6
m2
Q˜
+
h2t + g
2
1c2β/3
m2
t˜R
− h
2
tX
2
t
m2
Q˜
m2
t˜R
)
, (15)
where ht ≡ ytsβ , Xt ≡ At − µ cotβ and mQ˜ and mt˜R
denote the soft masses of the left and right-handed stops
respectively. To ensure the validity of our EFT approach
based on differential distributions, we have to make the
strong assumption that all supersymmetric particles are
heavier than the momentum transfer probed in all pro-
cesses that are involved in of our fit [44, 125] (see also
[54, 126] for discussions of (non-)resonant signatures in
BSM scenarios and EFT). For convenience, we addition-
ally assume that all supersymmetric particles except the
lightest stop t˜1 are very heavy and decouple from cg.
The largest value for pT,H we expect to probe during
the LHC high-luminosity runs, based on our leading-
order theory predictions is 500 GeV in the SM. And we
can therefore trust the effective field theory approach for
mt˜1 > 600 GeV in our limit setting procedure that in-
puts SM pseudo-data. For instance, fixing the soft masses
mQ˜ = mt˜ = m, µ = 200 GeV and tanβ = 30 we can un-
derstand the constraints on cg as constraints in the At−m
plane, Fig. 7. Similar interpretations are, of course, pos-
sible with the other Wilson coefficients.
VIII. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND
OUTLOOK
Even though current measurements as performed by
ATLAS and CMS show good agreement with the SM hy-
pothesis for the small statistics collected during LHC Run
1, the recently discovered Higgs boson remains one of the
best candidates that could be a harbinger of physics be-
yond the SM. If new physics is heavy enough, modifica-
tions to the Higgs boson’s phenomenology from integrat-
ing out heavy states can be expressed using effective field
theory methods.
In this paper we have constructed a scalable fitting
framework, based on adapted versions of Gfitter, Pro-
fessor, Vbfnlo, and eHdecay and have used an abun-
dant list of available single-Higgs LHC measurements to
constrain new physics in the Higgs sector for the results
of Run 1. In these fits we have adopted the leading order
strongly-interacting light Higgs basis assuming vanishing
tree-level T and S parameters and flavour universality of
the new physics sector. Our results represent the latest
incarnation of fits at 8 TeV, and update results from the
existing literature. The main goal of this work, however,
is to provide an estimate of how these constraints will
improve when turning to high energy collisions at the
LHC with large statistics in light of expected systemat-
ics. In this sense our work represents a first step towards
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FIG. 8: Marginalised 95% CL constraints for the dimension-six operator coefficients for current data (blue), the LHC at 14
TeV with an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 (green) and 3000 fb−1 (orange). The expected constraints are centred around
zero by construction, since the pseudo-data are generated by using the SM hypothesis. The left panel shows the constraints
obtained using signal strength measurements only, and on the right differential pT,H measurements are included. The inner
error bar depicts the experimental uncertainty, the outer error bar shows the total uncertainty, given the assumptions detailed
in the text.
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an ultimate Higgs sector fit, which is not limited to inclu-
sive measurements, but uses highly sensitive differential
distributions throughout.
Using extrapolations to 14 TeV, we find a major
improvement of the expected constraints, in particular
when differential information is included to the limit set-
ting procedure. A summary of the current and expected
constraints is given in Fig. 8; these are of immediate rel-
evance for the expected sensitivity of the Higgs sector to
concrete UV physics in the limit of large scale separations
and unresolved new physics at the LHC.
It is interesting to see that including differential infor-
mation at the LHC, we can expect the limits on certain
operators to become competitive with measurements at
a future FCC-ee [127, 128]. This is not entirely unex-
pected since the high pT,H cross sections, especially for
hadronic channels, are sensitive probes of BSM physics.
A major limiting factor, however, are the involved the-
oretical uncertainties, especially when moving to differ-
ential distributions at large statistics. Obviously, elec-
troweak precision constraints provide a complementary
avenue to constrain the presence of higher dimensional
operators [24, 51, 129, 130] and are guaranteed to im-
prove the sensitivity. We reserve a dedicated discussion
for the future.
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Appendix A: Interpolation with Professor
Running a Monte-Carlo event generator and a subse-
quent analysis tool to fill a bin of a histogram can be
thought of as a CPU-expensive evaluation of a function,
fMC(p), at a certain point in a P -dimensional parameter
space, p. The Professor method [34] is an approach
that reduces the time to evaluate fMC dramatically using
P -dimensional polynomial parametrisations.
The key idea is to treat each bin of a histogram as an
independent function of the parameter space as iterated
above. The parametrisations fMC(p) all together provide
a fast pseudo generator that yields an approximate re-
sponse in milliseconds rather than hours. Further, due to
the usage of polynomials, the response function is steady.
These properties make fMC(p) suitable for numeric ap-
plications.
Average deviation
bb¯ WW gg ττ¯ cc¯ ZZ µµ¯ γγ Zγ ss¯ Γ
10−4
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FIG. 9: Relative uncertainty of the interpolation for the
Higgs branching ratios as well as the total width in the di-
mension six extension of the SM in percent, including uncer-
tainties. Note that due to the dependence on the total width
this interpolation is highly non-linear.
So far it has been applied with great emphasis and suc-
cess to the problem of Monte-Carlo generator tuning —
essentially a numerical minimisation of a goodness-of-fit
measure between real data and fMC(p). When facing the
problem of hypothesis testing of a Monte-Carlo predic-
tion as it is done in this work, the same principle can
be applied. The difference being that the axes of the
parameter-space in this case are the theoretically well
motivated Wilson coefficients which are to be set limits
for. In its latest incarnation a C++ version of the core
functionality of Professor, i.e. the parametrisation,
has been added. It uses Eigen3 to perform the SVD and
calculate the approximate fMC(p).
The lowest oder polynomial to incorporate parameter
correlations is of second order. For a certain bin, b, at a
point p in parameter space, this can be written as:
MCb(p) ≈ f (b)(p)
= α
(b)
0 +
∑
i
β
(b)
i pi +
∑
i≤j
γ
(b)
ij pi pj (A1)
with the to be determined coefficients α0, βi, γij . The
Professor approach to determine the latter is to con-
struct an over-constrained system of equations using the
ensemble of bin contents v
(b)
a , a ∈ [1, N ] obtained when
running the MC generator with the parameter settings
pa = (xa,ya), a ∈ [1,N] (“anchors” of the parametrisa-
tion).
With the system being overconstrained, the matrix
P˜ can be (pseudo-) inverted using the functionality of
eigen3. With the pseudoinverse, P˜−1, at hand, the coeffi-
cients, c(b) can be solved for easily by calculating P˜−1 ·va
and the approximation f (b)(p) can be calculated accord-
ing to Eq. A1. The fast pseudo-generator is then simply
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a collection of coefficients c(b) for all bins, b, of interest.
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N
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βx
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γyy
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︸ ︷︷ ︸
c(b)
(A2)
To show the accuracy with which this procedure works,
we show the interpolation of the Higgs branching ratios
in Fig. 9, which due to its non-linear character is the
most complicated interpolation involved in this work. We
reproduce the branching ratios at the per mille level.
Appendix B: LHC Run 1 measurements
The signal strength measurements used in the Run 1
analysis (Sec. IV) are listed in tables VII and VIII. The
values of µ are given with their total uncertainties, where
statistical, systematic and theoretical uncertainties have
been added in quadrature. Signal acceptances are given
for the production channels gluon fusion (ggH), vector
boson fusion (VBF), WH, ZH and tt¯H production.
Appendix C: Pseudo-data used for 14 TeV Studies
A summary is given in Figures 10 and 11 of the pseudo-
data used for the evaluation of the LHC’s sensitivity to
the set of dimension six operators considered in this work.
The pseudo-data is obtained using the assumptions de-
tailed in Sec. V. The pseudo-data for 8 TeV has been
generated to validate the assumptions made.
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Search channel energy
√
s µ SM signal composition [in %]
ggH VBF WH ZH tt¯H
ATLAS pp→ H → γγ (central high pT ) [82] 8 TeV 1.62+1.00−0.83 7.1 25.4 20.1 21.0 26.4
ATLAS pp→ H → γγ (central low pT ) [82] 8 TeV 0.62+0.42−0.40 31.8 22.2 18.5 19.9 7.7
ATLAS pp→ H → γγ (forward high pT ) [82] 8 TeV 1.73+1.34−1.18 7.1 26.2 23.1 23.6 20.1
ATLAS pp→ H → γγ (forward low pT ) [82] 8 TeV 2.03+0.57−0.53 29.0 20.9 21.2 21.9 7.1
ATLAS pp→ H → γγ (tt¯H hadronic) [82] 8 TeV −0.84+3.23−1.25 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 99.1
ATLAS pp→ H → γγ (tt¯H leptonic) [82] 8 TeV 2.42+3.21−2.07 0.0 0.0 2.9 1.4 95.6
ATLAS pp→ H → γγ (VBF loose) [82] 8 TeV 1.33+0.92−0.77 3.7 90.5 1.9 1.7 2.2
ATLAS pp→ H → γγ (VBF tight) [82] 8 TeV 0.68+0.67−0.51 1.4 96.3 0.3 0.4 1.7
ATLAS pp→ H → γγ (V H dijet) [82] 8 TeV 0.23+1.67−1.39 1.9 2.2 46.0 49.3 0.5
ATLAS pp→ H → γγ (V H EmissT ) [82] 8 TeV 3.51+3.30−2.42 0.2 1.1 22.0 47.6 29.2
ATLAS pp→ H → γγ (V H 1`) [82] 8 TeV 0.41+1.43−1.06 0.0 0.1 80.4 8.9 10.6
ATLAS pp→ H → ττ (boosted, τhadτhad) [90] 7/8 TeV 3.60+2.00−1.60 6.9 21.1 38.1 33.9 0.0
ATLAS pp→ H → ττ (VBF, τhadτhad) [90] 7/8 TeV 1.40+0.90−0.70 2.6 97.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
ATLAS pp→ H → ττ (boosted, τlepτhad) [90] 7/8 TeV 0.90+1.00−0.90 8.5 24.6 35.6 31.4 0.0
ATLAS pp→ H → ττ (VBF, τlepτhad) [90] 7/8 TeV 1.00+0.60−0.50 1.3 98.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
ATLAS pp→ H → ττ (boosted, τlepτlep) [90] 7/8 TeV 3.00+1.90−1.70 9.8 47.1 26.5 16.7 0.0
ATLAS pp→ H → ττ (VBF, τlepτlep) [90] 7/8 TeV 1.80+1.10−0.90 1.1 98.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
ATLAS pp→ H →WW → `ν`ν (ggH enhanced) [86, 87] 7/8 TeV 1.01+0.27−0.25 55.6 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1
ATLAS pp→ H →WW → `ν`ν (VBF enhanced) [86, 87] 7/8 TeV 1.27+0.53−0.45 2.0 98.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ATLAS pp→ H → ZZ → 4` (ggH-like) [84] 7/8 TeV 1.66+0.51−0.44 22.7 18.2 18.2 18.2 22.7
ATLAS pp→ H → ZZ → 4` (VBF/V H-like) [84] 7/8 TeV 0.26+1.64−0.94 2.2 32.6 32.6 32.6 0.0
ATLAS pp→ tt¯H → leptons (1`2τhad) [97] 8 TeV −9.60+9.60−9.70 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
ATLAS pp→ tt¯H → leptons (2`0τhad) [97] 8 TeV 2.80+2.10−1.90 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
ATLAS pp→ tt¯H → leptons (2`1τhad) [97] 8 TeV −0.90+3.10−2.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
ATLAS pp→ tt¯H → leptons (3`) [97] 8 TeV 2.80+2.20−1.80 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
ATLAS pp→ tt¯H → leptons (4`) [97] 8 TeV 1.80+6.90−6.90 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
ATLAS pp→ tt¯H → tt¯bb¯ [95] 8 TeV 1.50+1.10−1.10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
ATLAS pp→ V H → V bb¯ (0`) [92] 7/8 TeV −0.35+0.55−0.52 0.0 0.0 13.2 86.8 0.0
ATLAS pp→ V H → V bb¯ (1`) [92] 7/8 TeV 1.17+0.66−0.60 0.0 0.0 94.4 5.6 0.0
ATLAS pp→ V H → V bb¯ (2`) [92] 7/8 TeV 0.94+0.88−0.79 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0
ATLAS pp→ V H → VWW (2`) [87] 7/8 TeV 3.70+1.90−1.80 0.0 0.0 74.3 25.7 0.0
ATLAS pp→ V H → VWW (3`) [87] 7/8 TeV 0.72+1.30−1.10 0.0 0.0 78.8 21.2 0.0
ATLAS pp→ V H → VWW (4`) [87] 7/8 TeV 4.90+4.60−3.10 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0
TABLE VII: Signal strengths measurements µ from the ATLAS collaboration used in the Run 1 analysis. In the last five
columns the signal compositions are given in terms of efficiencies for production channels assuming a SM Higgs boson.
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Search channel energy
√
s µ SM signal composition [in %]
ggH VBF WH ZH tt¯H
CMS pp→ H → γγ (tt¯H multijet) [83] 8 TeV 1.24+4.23−2.70 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 99.5
CMS pp→ H → γγ (tt¯H lepton) [83] 8 TeV 3.52+3.89−2.45 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.5 99.2
CMS pp→ H → γγ (tt¯H tags) [83] 7 TeV 0.71+6.20−3.56 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.4 99.2
CMS pp→ H → γγ (untagged 0) [83] 7 TeV 1.97+1.51−1.25 12.1 18.7 23.8 24.0 21.3
CMS pp→ H → γγ (untagged 0) [83] 8 TeV 0.13+1.09−0.74 6.7 16.7 20.5 18.4 37.7
CMS pp→ H → γγ (untagged 1) [83] 7 TeV 1.23+0.98−0.88 30.6 17.4 20.9 19.5 11.7
CMS pp→ H → γγ (untagged 1) [83] 8 TeV 0.92+0.57−0.49 13.7 20.3 21.7 22.4 21.8
CMS pp→ H → γγ (untagged 2) [83] 7 TeV 1.60+1.25−1.17 30.3 16.8 20.6 20.8 11.5
CMS pp→ H → γγ (untagged 2) [83] 8 TeV 1.10+0.48−0.44 22.9 18.8 21.1 20.3 16.9
CMS pp→ H → γγ (untagged 3) [83] 7 TeV 2.61+1.74−1.65 30.9 16.7 21.0 19.7 11.7
CMS pp→ H → γγ (untagged 3) [83] 8 TeV 0.65+0.65−0.89 23.4 17.9 20.6 20.7 17.3
CMS pp→ H → γγ (untagged 4) [83] 8 TeV 1.46+1.29−1.24 28.5 17.6 20.6 19.5 13.8
CMS pp→ H → γγ (VBF dijet 0) [83] 7 TeV 4.85+2.17−1.76 1.8 94.9 0.7 0.9 1.7
CMS pp→ H → γγ (VBF dijet 0) [83] 8 TeV 0.82+0.75−0.58 1.3 96.1 0.5 0.4 1.7
CMS pp→ H → γγ (VBF dijet 1) [83] 7 TeV 2.60+2.16−1.76 4.2 81.2 3.4 3.5 7.7
CMS pp→ H → γγ (VBF dijet 1) [83] 8 TeV −0.21+0.75−0.69 2.3 91.4 1.6 0.9 3.7
CMS pp→ H → γγ (VBF dijet 2) [83] 8 TeV 2.60+1.33−0.99 3.8 72.8 4.0 4.0 15.4
CMS pp→ H → γγ (V H dijet) [83] 7 TeV 7.86+8.86−6.40 1.0 1.3 42.8 41.1 13.8
CMS pp→ H → γγ (V H dijet) [83] 8 TeV 0.39+2.16−1.48 0.9 1.5 40.3 40.1 17.3
CMS pp→ H → γγ (V H EmissT ) [83] 7 TeV 4.32+6.72−4.15 0.1 0.3 23.8 44.2 31.6
CMS pp→ H → γγ (V H EmissT ) [83] 8 TeV 0.08+1.86−1.28 0.3 0.7 20.1 35.6 43.3
CMS pp→ H → γγ (V H loose) [83] 7 TeV 3.10+8.29−5.34 0.1 0.5 70.2 23.3 5.9
CMS pp→ H → γγ (V H loose) [83] 8 TeV 1.24+3.69−2.62 0.1 0.4 66.3 24.7 8.5
CMS pp→ H → γγ (V H tight) [83] 8 TeV −0.34+1.30−0.63 0.0 0.1 57.2 24.4 18.4
CMS pp→ H → µµ [94] 7/8 TeV 2.90+2.80−2.70 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0
CMS pp→ H → ττ (0 jet) [91] 7/8 TeV 0.40+0.73−1.13 70.2 8.8 10.5 10.5 0.0
CMS pp→ H → ττ (1 jet) [91] 7/8 TeV 1.06+0.47−0.47 12.8 31.0 28.1 28.1 0.0
CMS pp→ H →WW → 2`2ν (0/1 jet) [88] 7/8 TeV 0.74+0.22−0.20 19.0 31.3 24.9 24.9 0.0
CMS pp→ H →WW → 2`2ν (VBF) [88] 7/8 TeV 0.60+0.57−0.46 2.0 98.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CMS pp→ H → ZZ → 4` (0/1 jet) [85, 131] 7/8 TeV 0.88+0.34−0.27 41.7 58.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
CMS pp→ H → ZZ → 4` (2 jet) [85, 131] 7/8 TeV 1.55+0.95−0.66 16.7 83.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
CMS pp→ tt¯H → 2` (same sign) [96] 8 TeV 5.30+2.10−1.80 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
CMS pp→ tt¯H → 3` [96] 8 TeV 3.10+2.40−2.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
CMS pp→ tt¯H → 4` [96] 8 TeV −4.70+5.00−1.30 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
CMS pp→ tt¯H → tt¯bb¯ [96] 7/8 TeV 0.70+1.90−1.90 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
CMS pp→ tt¯H → tt¯γγ [96] 8 TeV 2.70+2.60−1.80 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
CMS pp→ tt¯H → tt¯ττ [96] 7/8 TeV −1.30+6.30−5.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
CMS pp→ H → ττ (VBF) [91] 7/8 TeV 0.93+0.41−0.41 14.3 85.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
CMS pp→WH → `νbb¯ [93] 7/8 TeV 1.10+0.90−0.90 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
CMS pp→ ZH → 2`bb¯ [93] 7/8 TeV 0.80+1.00−1.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0
CMS pp→ ZH → ννbb¯ [93] 7/8 TeV 1.00+0.80−0.80 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0
CMS pp→ V H → ττ [91] 7/8 TeV 0.98+1.68−1.50 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0
CMS pp→ V H →WW → 2`2ν [88] 7/8 TeV 0.39+1.97−1.87 3.6 3.6 46.4 46.4 0.0
CMS pp→ V H → VWW (hadronic V) [89] 7/8 TeV 1.00+2.00−2.00 4.2 3.5 49.1 43.2 0.0
CMS pp→WH →WW → 3`3ν [88] 7/8 TeV 0.56+1.27−0.95 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
TABLE VIII: Signal strengths measurements µ from the CMS collaboration used in the Run 1 analysis. In the last five columns
the signal compositions are given in terms of efficiencies for production channels assuming a SM Higgs boson.
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FIG. 10: Pseudo-data for the production modes gluon fusion pp → H (GF), W−H, W+H, ZH VBF, tt¯H and pp → H + j
(from top to bottom) and for the decay channels H → γγ, H → ZZ∗ → 4l, H → WW ∗ → 2l2ν and H → τ+τ− (from left
to right). The pseudo-data for 8 TeV with L = 25 fb−1 are shown in blue, the 14 TeV scenarios with L = 300 fb−1 and
L = 3000 fb−1 are shown in green and orange. The inner error bar illustrates the statistical uncertainty and the outer error
bar shows the total uncertainty.
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FIG. 11: Pseudo-data for the production modes gluon fusion (pp→ H), W−H, W+H, VBF, tt¯H and pp→ H + j (from top
to bottom) and for the decay channels H → bb¯, H → µ+µ− and H → Zγ (from left to right). The pseudo-data for 8 TeV with
L = 25 fb−1 are shown in blue, the 14 TeV scenarios with L = 300 fb−1 and L = 3000 fb−1 are shown in green and orange.
The inner error bar illustrates the statistical uncertainty and the outer error bar shows the total uncertainty.
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